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Visual Arts

Riyadh’s light festival brings spectacle to the Saudi city
Noor Riyadh is the latest in a series of ambitious public art projects
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Visual Arts updates
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For Saudi Arabia, it’s no surprise that a hydrocarbon-based future is unsustainable.
One of the ways in which the country is looking to diversity its economy, to
concentrate on cultural diplomacy and to counter international criticism of its war
tactics in Yemen and human rights violations, is through heavy investment in the
cultural sector. The large-scale light art festival, Noor Riyadh, is the latest in a series
of ambitious public art projects for Riyadh and it sees the kingdom directing its
attention, for once, towards its own urban residents.
Riyadh unravels at night. The public spaces and commercial districts are alive with
people communing until late. One can almost forget the pandemic, except for the fact
that you need a health status certification on the Tawakkalna app to get into places.
While the country has banned international travel for Saudi citizens until May 17,
inside the country life goes on.
Even this art festival is pushing ahead. Since opening on March 18, Noor Riyadh
(“noor” meaning “light” in Arabic) has activated 13 sites with light, sound and moving
image. In the lush Wadi Namar park, home of precipitous waterfalls, “Illusion Hole”
by the Taiwanese collective Uxu Studio radiates like an LED starfish from the water,
while “Northern Lights” by Swedish artist Aleksandra Stratimirovic maps a haze of
light in the distance. Near a pop-up coffee stand by the diplomatic quarter’s Cultural
Palace, teenagers on scooters speed around a luminous sign. Entitled “Ricochet”, this
lyrical intervention presents a question on how to write about a city. Artist and
architect Nojoud Alsudairi asked people to write letters to Riyadh which she then
recomposed into fragments to be displayed in the work. It responds to the lack of
regulations that have made signage a dominant architectural feature in Riyadh since
the 1970s.
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These are just some of the works by more than 60 artists at Noor Riyadh, all of which
draw on light as concept and material. One of four citywide programmes by Riyadh
Art, this is the city’s first national public art initiative. Aiming to bring 1,000 art
installations to the city by 2030, the large-scale project coincides with the kingdom’s
Vision 2030 goals of becoming one of the most economically viable places in the
world.
“We are now fighting for three scarce resources as a city: talent, investment and
visitation. The way to win this battle is to improve our quality of life — and reduce our
dependency on oil,” says Hosam Alqurashi, senior adviser to the city’s Royal
Commission. “One of the main objectives of Riyadh Art is to build a creative economy
and nurture local artists.”
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We’ve been pushing against
the idea of light as
entertainment — it’s more
about light as engagement

The city of Jeddah is better known for its homegrown
arts scene, with the annual 21,39 arts festival initiated
by local art patrons at the Saudi Art Council. Public
art is also well established there, with more than 400
public sculptural works by greats such as Henry
Moore and Alexander Calder, commissioned in the
1970s by the visionary architect and mayor Mohamed
Said Farsi. But Riyadh is keeping pace. At a time
when few can visit

from abroad, Noor Riyadh is a local affair, yet it has had 200,000 visitors to date.
“This city poses a real challenge because there’s a lot of commercial light. In 2019, the Riyadh Season
was very much about entertainment. We’ve been pushing against the idea of light as entertainment —
it’s more about light as engagement,” says artistic director Sumantro Ghose. “Light” here is
interpreted as the urban and electric kind. Co-curated by Eiman Elgibreen, Pam Toonen and
Vincenzo de Bellis, the site-specific works respond to iconic buildings. “Star in Motion”, a dying star
by Belgium-based Koert Vermeulen, emits sharp rays against the night sky suspended from the Ushaped dip in the 99-storey Kingdom Tower, while zigzagged lines flicker across the so-called Zebra
building in Daniel Canogar’s “Bifurcation”, an algorithmic work that responds to real-time data
tracking thunderstorms around the world. Daniel Buren’s intervention on King Abdullah Financial
District’s conference centre (KAFD), "Colored Triangles”, is a giant geometric structure made up of
what looks like stained glass.
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Beyond these distant spectacles, a few experiential works stand out. Suliman
AlSalem’s “Will Humans Exceed Their State of Being?” invites visitors into an
enclosure where their shadows are trapped in a bubble of diminishing blue light that
moves across the walls. Ahmed Mater’s brilliant “Mitochondria: Powerhouses” uses a
Tesla coil machine to send electromagnetic bolts through the air, surrounded by
fulgurites, like a post-apocalyptic staging of shockwaves. Lulwah Al Homoud’s
“Infinite Blue” meditates on the blue before dawn or dusk, incorporating coded
geometries in a cylindrical projection.

Saudi artists represent a third of the art on show, and are significantly paired with
game-changing light works of the past in the KAFD exhibition Light Upon Light:
Light Art since the 1960s, which runs until June 12. Curated by Susan Davidson and
Raneem Zaki Farsi, it includes Light and Space artists James Turrell and Mary Corse,
as well as sculptural works by minimalist Dan Flavin, among others.
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You enter the exhibition through a vivid red Spatial Environment by Lucio Fontana,
1967’s “Ambiente Spaziale a luce rossa” — an ethereal space of parallel corridors. The
flow of artwork feels intuitive. Some pieces bring you to a standstill, like Julio Le
Parc’s glowing filament-like waves refracted from a disc — “Continuel-lumière
cylindre” — and Rashed AlShashai’s new kinetic installation which paints the
darkened room in hypnotic spirals of light. In a stunning commission, Ahmad
Angawi’s “Proportion of Light” is a series of engraved glass panels with a traditional
mangour (a pattern characteristic of Hejazi architecture).
The show also touches on under-represented histories, not only by including works by
Saudi artists but also by women artists lesser known in the Light and Space
movement, such as Mary Corse’s pulsating light box generator filled with argon gas.
Yet although significant art-historical works are on show, this incomplete archive fails
to set the stage for Saudi artists, who were working in a very different context. “The
1960s was when Saudi art began to flourish,” says Farsi. “And even if it’s not
comparable to the light art movement, many Saudi artists used light as a tool in
diverse ways.”
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Still, Daniel Firman’s neon “Butterfly” sits well facing Abdullah Al-Othman’s “Casino
AlRiyadh”, which draws from Riyadh’s old neon signs to create a new LED
composition, and James Clar’s caged, frozen plant “Render (Tree)” seems to be in
conversation with Sarah Abu Abdallah’s very real tomato plants subject to artificial
grow lights.
Moving from the theatrics of Robert Wilson’s “Palace of Light”, a rising tide and
musical backdrop projected against At-Turaif’s ancient mud-brick structures, to
Christopher Bauder and Kangding Ray’s mesmerising mirrors moving to
multichannel sound, reminiscent of the club scene, I realise that it’s the exposure to
industrial light that has been keeping me up at night.
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“Now the new generation can finally create a world without gatekeepers,” declaims the
voiceover in Ayman Zedani’s slow-moving reflection on climate engineering and the
soil as ancestral memory, across hazy red landscapes in “Earthseed”, a three-channel
video installation in the King Abdul Aziz Historical Center. Even with state patronage
of the arts, that could be wishful thinking.
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